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radiation therapy is used as a treatment for cancer
patients. radiation therapy uses high energy x-rays or

other forms of radiation to kill cancer cells. the
problem with radiation therapy is that it harms healthy
cells as well as the cancer cells, and often the healthy

cells are damaged more than cancerous cells. this
course will introduce students to the use of various

forms of radiation therapy for cancer. the course will
also train students to write a grant application to help
fund the research proposed. this course will meet the

prerequisite for the 200: psychology research and
genetic brain imaging. the laboratory component will
include problem solving, student presentations, and

experiments in the process of conducting the research.
through the course, students will learn about in vivo
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and in vitro measurement techniques that measure
the effect of treatment on tumor tissues and develop a

grant application. the central nervous system is
composed of neurons, and axons. when neurons

communicate with each other, they send electrical
signals by emitting neurotransmitters. when we are in
a circumstance where we are afraid or angry, or feel a

certain emotion like joy, the brain releases
neurotransmitters called neurotransmitters. once the
brain learns to produce the neurotransmitter, it will
recognize and feel the same emotion over and over
again. nutrition is a vital part of being human. most

humans need to have a perfect balance of nutrients to
live a healthy, vibrant, and fulfilling life. there are key

nutrients that include protein, fat, carbohydrates,
vitamins, minerals, fiber, etc. too much, or too little of

any of these nutrients can be harmful for the body.
this course will examine the effect of nutrition on brain
function, and its connection with physical well-being.

students will be given tasks that include problem-
solving to help navigate their class discussions. the

course will also incorporate scientific and philosophical
aspects of the physiological effects of nutrition on

behavior and learning. students will be challenged to
test the ability of food to affect brain function through

a series of experiments.
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this training module continues the theme of an article
by erwin schwarz of the university of hamburg, “an

analysis of the nlp techniques used in the interrogation
of tortured subjects”, which appeared in the journal

psychoanalysis and history. schwarz suggests that the
techniques used to break the victims in the nuremberg
trials were the same ones being developed by defense

advanced research projects agency, naval research
laboratory, and kennedy school of government. the

techniques being developed at these institutions
included nlp techniques, and it appears that these

techniques were being evaluated for their
effectiveness in breaking down a subject’s resistance.

the deep dark secret behind the advance psychological
warfare use of the dark side of nlp and cognitive

training methods is that they are tools to use on your
own mind, to break your own conditioning and free you
from the self-limiting programming of limiting beliefs,
to free you from the self-imposed mental prison you

have built up around your mind. this is one of the
reasons why so many people have such a hard time

breaking free from the programming of the matrix and
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why free-thinking in this day and age is a rare skill,
which is why so many people are being programmed

into the matrix, to maintain the status quo. in this
course, we will discuss the dark side of nlp, the dark

side of cognitive training, and the dark side of
emotional healing and emotional freedom. in other

words, we will talk about the dark side of nlp, the dark
side of cognitive training, and the dark side of

emotional healing and emotional freedom. 5ec8ef588b
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